
Teresa Cox Studio-Art Classes 

Testimonials from families and students : 

 

My 12 yr old son attended Teresa's week-long “Sketching the Natural World” drawing class for children, 

held at the beautiful Cox Studio. I was thoroughly impressed by both the range and progress through 

basics/techniques (e.g paper/lead, blind contour, values, shadow, collage), as well as the impressive 

works created by my son presented at finale showing/ critique. We loved working with Teresa; and the 

kids loved Arlo (the dog) too. Highly recommend this class for kids...and Teresa as instructor and artist. 

                                                                                                                                                 Parent-Ben W. 

The process is magical. The students begin with a review of others art and then move to the exploration 

of their own ideas. They then pick an idea and develop it into a finished piece. Whether it is a map or a 

sculpture, the piece reflects both what the student has learned and how they uniquely view the world.                   

                                                                                                                                                           Parent-Sandra D. 

I like how Teresa gives us an open ended project to work on and does not limit our creativity.     

                                                                                                                                                Student-Eitan S. 12 yrs.     

My grandson at ages 6, 7 and 10 has attended studio classes of Teresa’s.  He always enjoys himself and 

comes home with new art knowledge and skills. He especially loves to draw and I found it fun one day to 

over hear him describe his new understanding of the “horizon line” while sketching with a friend. I 

would highly recommend Teresa’s studio workshops for children.  She creates a fun, interesting, and 

respectful place for learning.                                   Grandparent-Penny V. 

 

I like how Teresa takes my children through an art journey, teaching the process and not just the 

outcome.  She also shows them how to look and discuss each other's work which is a rarity in art 

training for kids.                          Parent-Heidi R. 

 

When Teresa teaches, a lovely world of creative possibilities unfolds before the students. She embraces 

her students with warmth and humor and they sense her deep respect for their ideas and their 

individuality. This creates a wonderful atmosphere for creative expression. Her art classes provide a 

much deeper artistic experience than any other classes our children have taken. She has a true gift for 

helping students develop their own individual creativity.               Parent-Magda F. 

 


